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ABSTRACT
Here we examine how people’s understanding of consciousness may have been shaped by an implicit theory of mind. This social cognition approach may help to make sense of an apparent divide between the physically incoherent consciousness we think we have and the complex, rich, but mechanistic consciousness we may actually have. We suggest this approach helps reconcile some of the current cognitive neuroscience theories of consciousness. We argue that a single, coherent explanation of consciousness is available and has been for some time, encompassing the views of many researchers, but is not yet recognized. It is obscured partly by terminological differences, and partly because researchers view isolated pieces of it as rival theories. It may be time to recognize that a deeper, coherent pool of ideas, a kind of standard model, is available to explain multiple layers of consciousness and how they relate to specific networks within the brain.

INTRODUCTION
The ability of people to intuit what might be going on in someone else’s head is called theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, 1997; Wellman, 2018; Wimmer & Perner, 1983). In the present article, we discuss how this natural theory of mind may have influenced the study of consciousness—an endeavour which, after all, is a scientific attempt to build a theory of the mind. Some of the most recent data from our lab point toward very strange, irrational, but automatic models of mind, especially of the process of attention, that we all construct at an implicit level (Guterstam, Kean, Webb, Kean, & Graziano, 2018). The inherent inaccuracies and simplifications in this type of self-model may have shaped intuitive convictions, folk beliefs, and even scientific hypotheses, about mind and thinking. At least some of the more mystical, common notions about consciousness may have derived from our imperfect models of mind. This possibility—that people attribute a mysterious consciousness to themselves and to others because of an inherently inaccurate model of mind, and especially a model of attention—was proposed in some detail previously and called the attention schema theory or AST (Graziano, 2013, 2019a, 2019b; Graziano & Kastner, 2011; Webb & Graziano, 2015).

AST is closely related to several other cognitive neuroscience theories of consciousness. In the final section of this article, we argue that these theories should not be viewed as rivals, but as partial perspectives on a deeper mechanism. In particular, the present social cognitive approach may be able to bridge between AST, the global workspace theory (GW), the higher-order thought theory (HOT), and the illusionist perspective. Although many scholars may argue that consciousness remains a mystery and that a single explanation has not yet emerged out of the field of rival explanations, here we argue that neuroscience and psychology have already produced a working theory of consciousness, a kind of standard model that covers the basics if not the details. What stands in the way of a broader recognition of that theory is the fact that different contributions to it have been formulated in different ways, at different times, using different vocabulary, obscuring the deeper underlying convergence of ideas.

i-consciousness and m-consciousness
Studying consciousness scientifically is difficult when the word has multiple meanings. For clarity, we begin this account by labelling two common
categories of meaning for consciousness. The first focuses on information in the brain—how it is selected, enhanced, and processed. The second is a more mysterious, extra, experiential essence that people claim accompanies the informational content. In this account, we will refer to the two as i-consciousness (i for information) and m-consciousness (m for mysterious), although we acknowledge that other researchers may use different terminology. The primary reason for using this two-part terminology is to make it as clear as possible that, in our perspective, at least some form of consciousness exists. We do not argue that consciousness is entirely an illusion or a mistaken construct. Rather, i-consciousness literally exists within us. Somebody is home. We can then debate whether m-consciousness, the more ethereal notion of consciousness that people intuitively believe they have, is accurate or instead is an imperfect model of i-consciousness.

Presently, the most generally accepted theory of i-consciousness is probably the global workspace theory (GW) (e.g., Baars, 1988; Dehaene, 2014; Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; van Vugt et al., 2018). In it, if you look at an object such as an apple, as the visual information is processed in a complex set of brain areas, the signals related to the apple may win an attentional competition, growing in strength and consistency. With sufficient attentional enhancement these signals may reach a threshold where they achieve “ignition”, which means that they dominate the larger, brain-spanning networks, especially networks across the parietal and prefrontal cortex. The visual information about the apple becomes available for systems around the brain, such as speech systems that allow you to talk about the apple, motor systems that allow you to reach for it, cognitive systems that allow you to make high-level decisions about it, and memory systems that allow you to store that particular moment for possible later use. In that circumstance, the visual information about the apple has entered the global workspace and thus entered consciousness, whereas the vast majority of other information in the brain has failed to reach the global workspace and thus remained outside of consciousness. In our perspective, though others may disagree, GW is an account of i-consciousness. It is about how select information reaches a state in which it is bundled centrally and can impact output systems. A global workspace is computationally buildable (Baars & Franklin, 2007) and can be studied objectively even in non-human animals performing detection tasks (e.g., van Vugt et al., 2018). One way to summarize the theory is that i-consciousness is associated with the highest levels of attentional enhancement in the cerebral cortex.

Explaining i-consciousness, however, is only part of the challenge. In a traditional perspective, in addition to the content of consciousness, we have something else, something that accompanies the information, or imbués it, or in some manner is the essence of experience. The challenge of explaining consciousness, in this traditional perspective, lies in explaining the extra essence—subjective awareness, or m-consciousness as we label it here. The idea of a distinction between the information contained in consciousness, which can be understood through materialist theories such as GW, and the extra, non-materialist property of subjective experience, emerged mainly during the twentieth century, possibly as a result of the rise of information technology. Without a well-developed concept of an information-processing machine, it is difficult to realize that the information in the mind might be different from the experiential essence of the mind. For example, William James (1890) essentially conflated the two, coining the term “stream of consciousness” to describe the ever-changing mental content. Even at the start of the computer revolution, when Turing (1950) wrote about whether a machine can think, he emphasized the processing of information and not whether the machine can have a subjective experience of that information. But within a few decades, Nagel (1974) argued that it is not enough to process information. There is a non-materialistic component, a “what it is like” to experience something. It is non-physical in the sense that one cannot touch it, weigh it, or snap it in half and measure its tensile strength, but Nagel argued it exists nonetheless. Chalmers (1995) refined the idea, referring to the easy problem of scientifically figuring out how the brain constructs the content of consciousness and the hard problem of figuring out the nature of subjective experience itself. As a result of these ideas, for the past twenty-five years, consciousness has been widely viewed as containing two parts. Whereas i-consciousness can be understood mechanistically and can probably be replicated by machines, m-consciousness is considered difficult or impossible to explain.
Here, we argue that the belief in m-consciousness—the belief in a non-materialistic component to the mind—is a lingering fragment of a larger cluster of physically incorrect beliefs. These beliefs about mind originated deep in the past, may have an evolutionary origin, and may still be present in us at an implicit level, even though modern science has rejected some of them. This cluster of ideas includes the culturally widespread, folk-psychological theory that mind is an energy-like substance inhabiting the body. To be clear, we do not mean to suggest that ghosts exist. Rather, we argue that culturally common beliefs, that derive from implicit, social-cognitive models, have infiltrated the science of consciousness and have led to some mistaken assumptions.

The belief in a spirit world may be as old as the human species. Intentional burial of the dead with grave goods dates back at least 100 thousand years among *Homo sapiens*, and may indicate a belief in a mental, spiritual essence that lives past death (Pettitt, 2010). The monumental stone structures on Göbekli Tepe in modern-day Turkey, built as much as 12 thousand years ago, have been interpreted as sites for communing with a spirit world (Schmidt, 2011). One of the most vivid ancient descriptions of the mind as a gauzy essence separable from the physical body is found in Homer’s *Odyssey* from nearly 3,000 years ago, in the passages in which Odysseus visits the spirits of the underworld. A significant proportion of people still believe in a mental force or energy that is generated inside of a person and flows out of the eyes, touching objects (Gross, 1999; Guterstam et al., 2018; Winer, Cottrell, Gregg, Fournier, & Bica, 2002). Even when people insist they do not believe in such things, their behaviour is measurably affected by what appears to be an implicit belief in eye-beams (Guterstam et al., 2018). Many people still believe in the evil eye, essentially an emotional ill will that can emerge from one person, travel invisibly to another, and negatively impact the recipient (Dundes, 1981). The idea of telekinesis, the supposed ability of a sufficiently focused person to project an invisible force-carrying mental essence and cause objects to move, is also psychologically compelling and culturally widespread (Benassi, Sweeney, & Drevno, 1979). Mesmer’s theory of animal magnetism, a special living force field akin to electromagnetism by which we can directly influence each other, had such cultural resonance in the eighteenth century that its echo is still present in our language (Pattie, 1994). The idea of an energy-like spirit resonates so well with general audiences that it is even widespread in fiction, such as the Force in Star Wars, the glowing souls sucked out of people by dementors in the Harry Potter stories (Rowling, 1999), the aura shining from righteous elves in Tolkien’s *Middle Earth* (Tolkien, 1955), or the soul dust in the His Dark Materials series (Pullman, 2000). Given all of these beliefs and tropes across many cultures, it appears that historically, people almost uniformly believed a folk psychological theory in which the mind is an energy-like essence. That essence has at least some physical properties, but lacks others. It typically has no definite weight, size, reflectance, hardness, texture, or many other objectively measurable characteristics. Yet it has a general location inside of a person, it can flow through space especially out of the eyes, it can be directed by effort, it can sometimes have a physical effect on objects external to the agent, and perhaps because of its ability to flow out of the body, it can often survive the death of the body. In that folk perspective, the energy-like mind stuff is the thing with which we experience, think, understand, and actuate our bodies. It is the essence of us. It is our consciousness.

Most scientists and philosophers understandably avoid this “ghost” approach, but its cultural ubiquity may say something important about how people process the world. We suggest that this type of folk psychological belief may derive from deep, automatic models that all people construct as a part of our social cognition. Many people in the modern world believe that they are rid of these ghost beliefs, but we suggest that at an implicit level we all still build ghost-like models of other people’s minds (Guterstam et al., 2018). We suggest that people automatically construct a simplified, cartoon version of the social world in which agents—whether others or oneself—possess an invisible, energy-like or plasma-like mental essence. The model contains at least the following components, and probably many more:

1. A mind is something that can actively hold information, and does so by having a subjective experience.
2. A mind is a fluidic substance. It has a general location usually inside of an agent, and can
move through space and time, sometimes flowing outside the agent toward objects of attention.

(3) A mind has an energy-like property—it has the ability to physically affect the world. It empowers the agent to act, and also sometimes directly acts on objects surrounding the agent.

In our proposal, this model is, of course, not accurate. Much like the visual system models white light as brightness without any contaminating colors—a simplification of a more complex physical reality—so our intrinsic model of a mind is a cartoonish version of the functioning of an active, attentive brain. And yet, despite the inaccuracy of that model, through most of human history, most people assumed that these spirit-like properties of mind were literally certain of this plasma-like, spirit description of consciousness (Bailey, 2017). It is difficult to overstate the intuitive hold these ideas have had, and continue to have, on people. Over the past several hundred years, science has chipped away at these beliefs, leaving this social-cognitive model present at an implicit level but removing much of it from our intellectual belief structures. Most scientists and the educated public now understand properties 2 and 3 to be incorrect. Some people still believe them explicitly, but most of us have been taught otherwise. Most scientists and scholars, however, have yet to accept that property 1 may be just as much a component of a simplified, schematic model.

The reason for this scientific gap may be that properties 2 and 3, a mind that can flow through space and a mind that can transfer energy, are more easily experimentally tested. One can test for, and fail to find, mental auras and forces flowing outside the body—as, for example, Benjamin Franklin did when putting Mesmerism to the test (Franklin et al., 2002; Kihlstrom, 2002), or as Titchner and Coover did when putting the power of someone else’s stare to the test (Coover, 1913; Titchner, 1898). Properties 2 and 3 are demonstrably false. Property 1, a magic experience that takes hold of information, does not refer to any specific, measurable effect on an outside object. It is therefore difficult (or impossible) to test experimentally. One cannot put it to a scientific debunking test. Hence, science is now in an awkward, inconsistent state. Or, at least, we see it partway through a long historical transition, with one foot still in the middle ages. Some aspects of the intrinsic model of mind are now scientifically dismissed as a ghost theory, while other aspects are still assumed to be literally true. Scholars are engaged in an effort to find the scientific basis for property 1: how does the brain generate a subjective experience that, itself, has no physical attributes? How does the brain generate qualia, or awareness, or consciousness? It may be time to recognize that the hard problem of consciousness belongs fundamentally to the same category as auras, mind beams, soul, ka, chi, and spirit.

We suggest that the almost universal approach of assuming that property 1 is true—taking it as axiomatic that a mind has a non-materialistic subjective experience and then trying to understand the mechanism behind it—is just as incorrect as assuming the validity of properties 2 and 3. It is like asking: how does the brain generate beams of mental energy that stream out of the eyes and affect other people? The assumption is wrong. The answer is that the brain constructs simplified models of its world and of itself. When we make claims about ourselves based on introspection, the brain is accessing and relying on those imperfect internal models. We must stop assuming that an introspected property is literally accurate; all we know is that the brain has constructed the information on which the claim is based, and the information is likely to be a simplified representation of something else. In the present argument, m-consciousness, the mysterious extra essence inside us, does not exist as such. Or at least, it is not what we think it is. We think we have it because of the self-descriptive models that the brain builds. I-consciousness is what the brain actually has; m-consciousness is what the brain thinks that it has.

This view resembles the illusionist view of consciousness (Dennett, 1991; Frankish, 2016). We are not saying, however, that consciousness is an illusion in the sense of something that does not exist. We are suggesting instead that i-consciousness exists, and that m-consciousness is the brain’s natural, built-in, but imperfect understanding—an efficient and therefore detail-poor understanding—of i-consciousness. There is indeed someone home—but the someone is slightly misled about his or her exact nature.

We are also not saying that, because m-consciousness is an inaccurate version of reality, it should be
dismissed or ignored by science. Many scientists belittle the ghost intuitions, the mystery, and the hard problem, but we fundamentally disagree with that dismissive attitude because it ignores a major part of the scientific puzzle. To understand how the brain makes predictions about itself and other brain-controlled agents, we need to acknowledge that it constructs models, even while we acknowledge the inaccuracy and schematic nature of those models. To give an analogy, a map depicts a cartoonish distortion of a city. The city is not literally two-dimensional or composed of coloured lines, and yet the map is still useful. If you throw out the map because of its scientific inaccuracies, you might end up lost. We argue that m-consciousness stands to i-consciousness as the non-existent, simplified city stands to the actual city. It is the brain’s quick-and-dirty, but useful model of i-consciousness.

The approach we are describing here resonates with many other people’s approaches to consciousness. There is now a growing scientific convergence around a similar set of ideas, in which m-consciousness does not exist as such. Gazzaniga (1970) referred to an interpreter that constructs a self-narrative. Nisbett and Wilson (1977) suggested that everything we say about ourselves depends on partial and often incorrect information available to speech systems. Rosenthal (1991, 2005), Gennaro (2012), and many others suggested a higher-order thought theory of consciousness, in which we claim to be conscious because we contain meta-information about how we process information. Carruthers (2012) proposed a related, meta-cognition approach. Dennett (1991) wrote about consciousness as an illusion and the brain as a machine that falsely believes it contains subjective qualia. Frankish (2016) helped marshal scholars around illusionism as a theory of consciousness. Blackmore (2003) emphasized how memes, or ideas that accumulate culturally, may have given us the belief that we have conscious minds. Holland and Goodman (2003), from an engineering and robotics perspective, proposed that consciousness may be the presence of internal models used for prediction and control. Metzinger (2009) proposed that consciousness is related to internal models of arousal, and that the brain, captive to its own internal information, thinks it is conscious. Prinz (2017) and Frith (2002) emphasized social models of other people’s minds as a basis for attributing consciousness to oneself. Chalmers (2018) put a useful, clarifying label to many of these approaches by posing the meta-problem, the question of why people believe we have a hard problem.

Most of these perspectives, and probably many others, share basic features. In our view, the most important feature is the following line of argument. Logically, the brain cannot put out a claim unless it contains the information on which the claim is based. Therefore, everything we think we know about ourselves, no matter how fervently we believe it, derives from internal information. Our certainty that we have a subjective experience, or qualia, or a “what it feels like”, derives from internal information. That information, however, is not necessarily literally accurate. It is probably not, because the brain’s models evolved to be efficient rather than accurate. In this account, people claim to have m-consciousness because we are information-processing machines that have constructed a schematic model of our i-consciousness. We are i-conscious of having m-consciousness, and m-consciousness is a model of i-consciousness.

**Why a model of attention?**

AST focuses on how the brain constructs a schematic model of attention (Graziano, 2013, 2019a, 2019b; Graziano & Kastner, 2011; Webb & Graziano, 2015). But why limit the theory to attention? The brain contains other processes such as decision-making, memory, and movement coordination. The brain might construct models of these other cognitive processes as well. Why not build a theory of consciousness around a decision-making schema, the brain’s quick-and-dirty model of how it makes decisions? Or a memory schema, the brain’s imperfect model of how it stores and retrieves memory? Here we will give several related answers that get at the heart of AST.

First, it is likely that the brain does build models of these other internal processes. However, they do not seem to correlate tightly with consciousness. At any particular moment, you may be engaged in cognitive decision-making or instead more passively experiencing the world around you, but in either case you can be subjectively conscious of something. You may be engaged in recalling a past memory or instead focused on events unfolding around you in real time, but again, in either case, you can be
equally subjectively conscious. Neither decision-making nor memory are tightly correlated with consciousness. In contrast, attention and consciousness have a closer relationship. As we will discuss below, the evidence suggests that attention and subjective awareness are tightly linked and difficult to separate. If you are directing attention toward something, you are likely to be conscious of it. If you are directing no attention toward something, you are unlikely to be conscious of it. You may think you are continuously aware of the full world around you regardless of how your attention is deployed, but that is not so. There are many now-classic experiments on what is called inattentional blindness, in which withdrawal of attention from an item leads to a loss of awareness of the item (e.g., Drew, Võ, & Wolfe, 2013; Mack & Rock, 2000; Simons & Chabris, 1999).

Many studies over the past several decades, including from our own lab, show that attention and subjective awareness can be dissociated (e.g., Ansorge & Heumann, 2006; Hsieh, Colas, & Kanwisher, 2011; Jiang, Costello, Fang, Huang, & He, 2006; Kentridge, Heywood, & Weiskrantz, 1999, 2004; Lambert, Naikar, McLachlan, & Aitken, 1999; McCormick, 1997; Tsushima, Sasaki, & Watanabe, 2006; Webb, Keen, & Graziano, 2016b). Attention is possible without awareness (although, thus far, there is no clear evidence of awareness without attention). People can direct attention to a visual stimulus, in the sense of focusing processing resources on it at the expense of processing other stimuli, while reporting a lack of subjective awareness of the stimulus. It is a mistake, however, to conclude that attention and awareness are independent. They are extremely difficult to separate. To hit that narrow window where the stimulus is strong enough to affect attention but not strong enough to trigger awareness, one must typically use stimuli that are masked or faint, titrated at the edge of detection. It is easier to separate the arm from the arm schema (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Graziano & Botvinick, 2002; Lackner, 1988) than it is to separate attention from awareness. In AST, the reason why awareness usually (but not always) tracks attention is that awareness is a construct, a model, whose purpose is to represent attention. Only when the model makes a mistake does attention occur without awareness.

Another way to get at the relationship between consciousness and attention is to consider the properties of attention in more detail. Attention, as a mechanistic process in the brain, is not monolithic. Psychologists have studied covert and overt attention, spatial and feature attention, exogenous and endogenous attention, visual, auditory, and tactile attention, and attention to other, more cognitive, internal events such as decisions and plans (Norbre & Kaster, 2014). If the brain is to model itself, why would it construct a single attention schema, instead of a large collection of models representing different kinds and aspects of attention? In AST, one general aspect of attention is of greatest behavioural importance. Attention, at the cortical level, is a competition among chunks of information (Beck & Kastner, 2009; Desimone & Duncan, 1995). That competition occurs over many layers, across complex cortical hierarchies. At any moment, one or a few sets of information have won the global competition, are subject to deep cortical processing, and are able to maximally impact decision-making, memory, and behaviour. In AST, it is that general, most behaviorally-relevant aspect of attention that is modelled. The brain has no need for a scientifically detailed model of attention that differentiates the many types and mechanisms. Instead, attention is modelled inaccurately, but efficiently, as a single, diffuse thing that substantially drives behaviour.

Attention, at that most general level, has a set of properties closely matching the properties typically attributed to subjective consciousness.

(1) Both attention and awareness are directed at a target. A person attends to something, and is aware of something.

(2) Both attention and awareness are products of an agent. Attention is an emergent computational property of the brain. Awareness, as most people intuitively understand it, implies an “I” who is aware.

(3) Both attention and awareness are selective. Only a tiny fraction of the large amount of information available at any one time is attended. Awareness is selective in the same way. One is aware of only a small amount of the information flowing into the senses or generated internally.

(4) Both attention and awareness are graded. Attention typically has a single focus, but can be distributed to some extent to secondary targets. Awareness also has a focus and is graded. A
person can be most intently aware of A and a little aware of B.
(5) Both attention and awareness operate over the same information domains. Beyond vision, one can attend to stimuli in any of the five senses, to a thought, to an emotion, or to a recalled memory, to give a few examples. One can also be aware within the same information domains.
(6) Both attention and awareness impact decision-making and behaviour. When the brain attends to something, the neural signals are enhanced, gain greater influence over the down-stream circuitry, and have a greater impact on behaviour. Likewise, in the common intuitive understanding of awareness, when you are aware of something, you can choose to act on it. In both cases, the implication is that they are fundamental driving forces in behaviour.
(7) Both attention and awareness imply deep processing. Attention is when the brain devotes more computing resources to a selected information set, arriving at a deeper analysis. Awareness implies a mind seizing on something in the sense of being occupied by it, or vividly experiencing it, or taking possession of it.

And yet despite all the similarities, attention and awareness are not the same thing. A crucial difference between them is that attention is a physical, objectively measurable process in the brain, whereas awareness is something we access introspectively and say that we have. Logically, when people claim that they have a subjective experience, that claim must be based on information constructed within the brain, or they wouldn’t be able to make the claim. That information is effectively a type of self model. It is information descriptive of the self. But what actual, physical component of the self is being modelled? The answer is: whatever physical component of the self most closely correlates with that information. Hence we arrive once again at the same hypothesis: awareness is a model of attention, because attention is the physical process that most closely correlates with the claim of awareness. Awareness is as similar to attention as, for example, the arm schema is to a physical arm. One is a construct that represents the other, tracking it closely most of the time. The central proposal of AST is that the brain not only uses attention, but also constructs a general schematic model of it, and that model supplies the information on the basis of which we believe we have a subjective experience.

Why are we so certain it’s real?
Any mechanistic theory of consciousness inevitably encounters a fundamental philosophical challenge. To most people, m-consciousness is not something we think we have, in a cognitive manner, but something we do have. No amount of cultural learning or voluntary thought can erase it. For example, one cannot intellectualize away the sensation of pain. This common certainty that we actually do have m-consciousness begs the question: why are people so certain that we have it? Never mind for the moment whether we actually do have it. In AST, in a sense we do and in a sense we don’t. We have i-consciousness, and m-consciousness is a distorted picture of i-consciousness. But regardless of the actual presence or absence of it, why are we certain we have it? When you look at something red, why is it so compellingly obvious that you have a subjective experience of red?

Consider the cognitive differences between something that people consider to be “real” and something that people consider to be merely an internal construct. For example, when you look at an apple, you do not typically think, “I have intellectually thought up the sight of the apple”. The low-level model of the apple, constructed in the visual system, may be associated with at least two properties that label it as reality rather than self-construct. First, one cannot turn it off. The representation is not cognitively modifiable. You cannot voluntarily change a visual model of an apple into a butterfly by cognitive fiat. The second property relates to source monitoring, or reality monitoring, a process that has been extensively studied in psychology (Simons, Garrison, & Johnson, 2017). The brain not only constructs representations, but also constructs information about the possible source of a representation. Source monitoring allows us to distinguish between the hypothetical and the real. It is the largely hidden process that allows you to say, “I’m looking at a real apple”, versus, “An apple construct is in my mind—I thought it up”. Intriguingly, source monitoring can make spectacular errors, such as when people are certain of the reality of false memories (Simons et al., 2017). Likewise, people who suffer from a sense of unreality of the world around them, or
on the opposite end, people who are prone to a type of hallucination in which imagination is taken to be real, may be suffering from an error in source monitoring. Just because you are certain something is real or unreal does not make it so—it means only that your source monitoring mechanism has settled on one particular answer.

We suggest that the reason most people consider m-consciousness to be something they actually have is the same reason why people are certain of the reality of anything. First, the mechanism that constructs the m-consciousness self-model is cognitively impenetrable. One cannot voluntarily turn it off or intellectualize it away. It is automatically present. Second, that model is subject to the normal process of source monitoring. The brain represents it as “real”.

A common argument in favour of the reality of m-consciousness could be put as follows: “I know I have an experience because, Dude, I’m experiencing it right now”. Every argument in favour of the literal reality of subjective experience, that the authors of this article have ever encountered, boils down sooner or later to that logic. But the logic is circular. It is literally, “X is true because X is true”. If that is not a machine stuck in a logic loop, we don’t know what is. The machine accesses internal information, the information describes a simplified, ghost version of i-consciousness, and the machine reports that version. Introspection (cognition accessing internal information) can never return any other answer, because the brain is captive to the information contained within it. On introspection, one will always arrive at that certainty.

**Control of attention**

What might be the adaptive advantage for the brain to construct an attention schema? Much of the experimental work in our lab is focused on this question of the cognitive role of an attention schema. We suggested two general possible cognitive uses: a better control of one’s own attention through predictive modelling, and a better theory of mind through modelling the attentional processes of others.

A fundamental principle of control theory is that a controller works better if it incorporates an internal model (Camacho & Bordons Alba, 2004; Conant & Ashby, 1970; Francis & Wonham, 1976). A self-driving car works better if the controller contains a set of information that represents, or models, the dynamics of the car and how it interacts with the environment. The brain can better control movement because it constructs an internal model of the body and how the body interacts with the physical world (Graziano & Botvinick, 2002; Head & Holmes, 1911; Holmes & Spence, 2004; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). Attention is a highly complex, dynamic process that is directed by control systems within the brain. It is exactly the type of control problem that could benefit from an internal model. We proposed (Graziano, 2013, 2016; Graziano & Kastner, 2011; Webb & Graziano, 2015) that the brain constructs a coherent set of information that represents basic stable properties of attention, reflects ongoing changes in the state of attention, makes predictions about where attention can be usefully directed, and anticipates consequences of attention. We labelled this proposed internal model the “attention schema” in analogy to the body schema that is theorized to contribute to the control of movement. In order to explain this analogy, below we provide a summary of the body schema and some of the ways it has been studied.

Many lines of evidence suggest the existence of the body schema. One obvious source of evidence is that people can report the state of a limb. Close your eyes and you can easily report on the size, shape, and specific position of your arms. The ability to report the state of one’s arm is not merely dependent on a stream of sensory information, as can be seen particularly clearly in the case of a phantom limb. When the limb is amputated, many patients can report on the state of a limb that, apparently, exists only in the form of an internal model (Medina & Coslett, 2016; Ramachandran & Rogers-Ramachandran, 2000). The same process can occur in reverse—patients with damage to the parietal lobe can sometimes suffer from somatoparaphrenia, a condition in which a limb is physically present and low-level sensory input is intact, but the patient feels no ownership of the limb, possibly reflecting damage to the internal schema of the limb (Vallar & Ronchi, 2009). The body schema has also been studied in the non-clinical population. Illusions of the body, such as the rubber hand illusion (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998) and the Pinocchio illusion (Lackner, 1988), suggest that the body schema relies on a sophisticated integration of information from vision, touch, proprioception, motor feedback, and learned, stable properties about the
shape and structure of a limb. Some aspects of the body schema may be especially useful for the predictive avoidance of collisions with nearby objects (de Vignemont, 2018).

The brain can alter its model of the body through experience. This adaptation has been especially thoroughly studied with respect to the arm (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Taylor, Krakauer, & Ivry, 2014; Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000; Thoroughman & Taylor, 2005). If a person reaches toward a target, the reach is typically fast, straight, and accurate. But if the target is displaced by prism glasses, or if the reach is deviated by a subtle force field applied to the arm, the person will mis-reach. Very quickly, within a few trials, the person will adapt and reach accurately again. A standard interpretation of this result is that the motor system contains a model of how the arm functions during reaching. When that model is no longer accurate and errors in reaching occur, the model is then modified through learning. Arguably one of the most important functional advantages of an internal model is that it allows the control system to adapt easily to changing circumstances.

This brief summary of the arm model literature illustrates the range of content and function relevant to an internal model. Studies of the arm model have included adaptation, control of reaching, perception of limb size and shape, and collision avoidance. Some components are explicitly verbalizable by participants, and some are implicit. All of these components together form a complicated, rich representation. Much remains to be learned about the body schema. Despite the substantial unknowns, however, the realization that the brain constructs an internal model of the body, often credited to Head and Holmes in 1911, has been a crucial organizing principle in studying the motor system for more than 100 years. We suggest that a similar insight can be applied to the control of attention. In that suggestion, the brain constructs an attention schema to help in the control of attention. Like the body schema, the attention schema is constructed automatically. We do not have cognitive control over it. Also like the body schema, at least some aspects of the proposed attention schema are cognitively accessible and verbalizable. Because of the imperfect manner in which the attention schema depicts attention, people claim to have a vague, non-physical essence of subjective experience inside of them, instead of accurately describing the mechanism of attention.

If AST is correct, then the relationship between subjective awareness and attention should be similar to the relationship between the arm schema and the arm. Although the two usually correlate, the arm schema can be dissociated from the arm. When the arm schema fails, the control of the arm is still possible, but is compromised. Awareness should usually track attention, but under some conditions the two should be dissociable. Without awareness of a stimulus, attention to that stimulus should still be possible, but the endogenous control of that attention should be compromised.

As noted in the previous section, it is now well established that attention to a stimulus can occur without subjective awareness of the stimulus (e.g., Ansorge & Heumann, 2006; Hsieh et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2006; Kentridge et al., 1999, 2004; Lambert et al., 1999; McCormick, 1997; Tsushima et al., 2006; Webb et al., 2016b). However, the evidence does not point to a simple independence of attention and awareness. At least some studies suggest that the two interact. The reported interactions are, in our interpretation, consistent with AST, because without awareness of a stimulus, although attention to the stimulus can remain, the control of attention toward that stimulus is compromised.

An especially informative example involves attention to a distractor stimulus. One of the most frequent challenges the attention system faces is to reduce attention to a distractor. Think of diverting small amounts of attention to minor distractions around the room, such as a dog and a mosquito, while focusing attention mainly on the central task at hand, an important phone conversation. One study suggests that when people are unaware of the distractor stimulus, more of their attention leaks toward the distractor and away from the task-relevant stimuli (Tsushima et al., 2006). At first the finding may seem counterintuitive. When people are aware of the stimulus, they direct less attention to it. When they are unaware of it, they direct more attention to it. Shouldn’t awareness increase attention? The finding, however, perfectly aligns with the control-theory interpretation. If awareness acts as the brain’s model of attention, then being unaware of the distractor stimulus means there is a gap in the model—a failure to model attention to the distractor. That gap...
in the model leads to a poor ability to regulate and minimize attention to that distractor.

In another study, without awareness of a stimulus, attention to the stimulus was not overall smaller or larger in magnitude, but showed greater fluctuations over time, possibly reflecting a reduction in control and stabilization of attention (Webb et al., 2016b).

Studies like these convincingly show several properties of attention and awareness. First, the two are not the same thing. They can be dissociated. Second, awareness is not simply the upper end of attention, or an especially enhanced state of attention. Sometimes the presence of awareness can even decrease the degree of attention to a stimulus. Third, awareness has a substantial effect on the control of attention. Without awareness of a stimulus, attention to that stimulus is no longer controlled as well for the needs of the ongoing task. That relationship is consistent with the hypothesis that awareness serves as the control model for attention. The findings, of course, do not prove AST. Many alternative explanations of the same results may be possible. However, AST has the advantage of making a simple, underlying sense of the otherwise complex relationship between awareness and attention.

**Modelling the attention of others**

We proposed that an attention schema would be useful in modelling the attentional state of others and thus predicting the behaviour of others (Graziano, 2013, 2019b; Graziano & Kastner, 2011). To draw an analogy to the body schema once again, it is worth noting that the body schema is involved in a relatively little-known social phenomenon. When judging the postures of other people’s bodies, we recruit the same brain mechanisms that construct our own body schema (Bonda, Petrides, Frey, & Evans, 1995; Parsons, 1987; Sekiyama, 1982). In the case of the body schema, modelling others appears to be a minor extension of the mechanism for modelling oneself. In the case of the attention schema, we argued that modelling others is a much more prominent extension to the mechanism, and is a major part of the social toolkit (Graziano, 2013). In that suggestion, people not only attribute m-consciousness to themselves, but also attribute it to others. We live in a sea of perceived consciousness that we paint onto ourselves, others, and sometimes even inanimate objects and empty spaces that are the targets of an exuberant social cognitive process. We have a hair trigger for attributing consciousness, because it is so socially useful that it is better to mistakenly overuse it than mistakenly underuse it.

Attributing consciousness to others and to oneself, however, are obviously not identical processes. Self-attribution has more layers due to its closed-loop nature. An attention schema directed at the self is useful not only to predict, but also to control oneself. Moreover, a richer source of information is available to construct one’s own attention schema, beyond the simple visual cues that we can register from other people. These considerations suggest that the consciousness we attribute to others is likely to be a pale version of the consciousness we attribute to ourselves.

Modelling the attention of others is one component of theory of mind, the ability to attribute beliefs, intentions, emotions, goals and agendas to others (Baron-Cohen, 1997; Frith & Frith, 2003; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Wellman, 2018; Wimmer & Perner, 1983). How people reconstruct the attention of others, however, is often studied in a limited manner, for example treating the direction of gaze as a proxy for visual attention (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 1997; Calder et al., 2002; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007). But modelling someone else’s attention is a far more complex and rich process than tracking gaze direction. Gaze direction is just a cue that can be used to help constrain a model of attention.

To convey something of the richness of the task of modelling attention, suppose I am watching a person in a coffee house with a doughnut on the table in front of him. His eyes are on the doughnut. Is his attention really on the snack, or is it covertly on his ex-girlfriend who just walked in the door? Or is his attention on a thought or a memory, unrelated to his gaze direction? Is his attention now suddenly drawn exogenously to someone waving from across the room? Is his attention directed by his own choice, endogenously, as he searches the room for a friend? If I think he’s finally about to reach for that doughnut, and then his cell phone suddenly rings in his pocket, can I presume his attention is suddenly pulled to the phone and away from the pastry, thereby reducing the chance that he’ll reach at that exact moment? Once his attention is attracted to the phone, even if he chooses not to answer it, can I intuitively guess that his attention has some viscosity and will linger on the phone for at
least a good half second, before he is likely to re-direct attention back to the doughnut? Do I understand that his attention can be focused or divided, but is a limited resource, almost like a fluid of limited volume flowing out of him that can be spread thinly or focused intently? Do I understand that in the most general sense, his attention is his mind taking possession of items, thereby enabling him to make choices and react? Do I understand that attention does not always lead to an immediate action, but leads to the ability to choose, and can lead to information being stored in memory that might drive future behavioural choices? All of these pieces together constitute a dynamic model of attention. That model can be constrained by details like where his eyes are directed, or his facial expression, but the model itself is a rich, largely implicit understanding of how his mind takes possession of items. The model of attention is not a model of his emotions, or his decisions, or his intentions, or his knowledge of the world—all the content that is often associated with theory of mind. The model of attention is in some sense more fundamental. It precedes these more specific components. It is a model of what it means for him to have a mind that can contain any content at all.

Several recent experiments suggest that people do indeed construct a model of the attention of others. The model is constrained by specific visual details, and the model can contain some quirky, physically unrealistic attributes (Guterstam, Kean, Webb, Kean, & Graziano, 2018; Kelly, Webb, Meier, Arcaro, & Graziano, 2014; Pesquita, Chapman, & Enns, 2016). One study (Pesquita et al., 2016) found that when subjects watched a video of an actor attending to an object, the subjects implicitly encoded whether the actor’s attention was drawn to the object exogenously (by the salience of the object) or was directed endogenously (by the actor’s own choice). Here people were constructing an implicit model of an agent’s attention—not just information about the object of attention or the direction of gaze, but information about the process of attention itself.

A recent study of ours (Guterstam, Kean, Webb, Kean, & Graziano, 2018) found that when people viewed a face gazing attentively at an object, they treated the stimulus configuration as though an invisible, gentle, mind-force were emanating from the face and physically pushing on the object. That perceived force was revealed when subjects were asked to make physical judgments about the object and how it might tip over. When quizzed explicitly, the subjects showed no knowledge that they were treating the attentive face as though it were radiating a beam at the object. Yet the results were consistent with subjects constructing that implicit model of attention. When people were told that the face was not attending to the object, but instead at a different, more distant object, the effect disappeared. Likewise, if the face in the display was blindfolded or turned away, the effect was not observed. The findings suggest that people construct a descriptive model of the visual attention of others, the model is constructed implicitly and automatically, and the model contains some physically incorrect and schematic features. Other agents are represented as a source of an energy-like essence associated with attention, that radiates invisibly through space where the agent directs it, and that touches and even physically affects the object of attention. As bizarre as this implicit perception may seem to modern sensibilities, it is consistent with thousands of years of intuitions and assumptions about how the mind works.

We suggest that this model of other people’s attention, as a fluid-like substance that is generated inside of an agent and flows out toward targets, may be a useful simplification, a geometric trick for keeping track of who is attending to what and by how much. It is certainly an easier model to construct on the fly than a scientifically accurate account of attention as a matrix of billions of neuronal and synaptic interactions. It would do the human species no good to have evolved a model of attention that is neuroscientifically accurate, whereas it may well be pragmatically useful to know intuitively that person A has a “beam” of attention directed at object B. This “fluid flow” model of attention, as inaccurate as it is, may be a useful and efficient trick for keeping track of who is attending to what in a complex social environment. The data thus far tend to support the idea that people construct a simplified model of the attention of others, much of the model is constructed at an implicit level, and at least some aspects of the model are schematic and extremely physically inaccurate. Even though this model is automatic and partly implicit, we suggest it may have played a significant role in biasing intuitions and therefore in shaping culturally common ideas about mind and consciousness. The belief in a hard problem of consciousness, we
suggest, owes itself partly to the deeply engrained intuition that the mind is a physically ghost-like, invisible essence that is generated inside of an agent.

Where and how is the attention schema constructed?

What we mean here by a model is obviously not a literal picture in the brain, but a set of information contained in a neural network. Imagine building a deep-learning neural network—call it network A—that engages in artificial visual attention. It receives visual signals, the signals compete through many internal layers, and some signals reach such a state of enhancement that they dominate the network, something like when information in the brain enters the global workspace. Although we are describing this hypothetical network somewhat vaguely here, artificial attention systems have been constructed before many times (e.g., Borji & Itti, 2013; Deco & Rolls, 2004; Le Meur, Le Callet, & Barba, 2006; Reynolds & Heeger, 2009; Schwemmer, Feng, Holmes, Gottlieb, & Cohen, 2015).

Now imagine a second neural network—call it network B—whose job is to make predictions about the attentional dynamics of network A. Crucially, the job of network B is not to re-describe the visual information that percolates through network A. It is not a higher-order, re-representation of visual stimuli. Instead, network B builds a set of information descriptive of the process of attention itself. It is used to feed back on and help control the attention process in network A. Here again, such an artificial system is implementable. For example, one recent model includes artificial attention and an internal model of attention that is used to help regulate the control of attention (van den Boogaard, Treur, & Turpijn, 2017).

For user convenience, such that we can “talk” to our hypothetical construction, consider a third network, network C, whose job is to receive output signals from both network A and B and transform them into a user-friendly format such as speech. Now we have a complex system with three components, each of which has many layers. Network A is something like the visual system, which contains visual information and uses visual attention. Network B constructs an attention schema—a predictive model of how network B deploys attention. Network C allows the system to report to the outside world. However, the system can only report the information contained within it. It has no accurate, scientifically precise information on the visual world or on its own attention. It can, at best, report schematically encoded visual properties, and it can report whatever distorted, schematic, or efficient information it has constructed on its own attention processes. This is the kind of architecture we are proposing for AST. The machine does not experience anything. It has no qualia. It has no phenomenology. But it is busy with internal information—it thinks. It thinks there are visual objects surrounding it, because that is what its internal information indicates. It thinks it has subjective experiences of those objects, because, again, that is what its internal information indicates. It thinks—and claims—that it has m-consciousness.

Where in the brain might we look for the crucial network B, the network that constructs an attention schema? We previously suggested that a cortical network overlapping part of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) may contribute to the computation (Graziano & Kastner, 2011; Kelly et al., 2014; Webb, Igelström, Schurger, & Graziano, 2016a). This suggestion was based on a confluence of three properties. First, in AST, an attention schema helps in the control of one’s own attention. Second, it helps in social cognition by modelling the attention of others. Third, it is responsible for one’s construct of subjective awareness. Thus a network that constructs an attention schema might be involved in one’s own attention, in social cognition, and when it is damaged, one might expect a disruption of awareness. The TPJ combines all three properties. Cortical networks involved in theory of mind pass through the TPJ (Molenberghs, Johnson, Henry, & Mattingley, 2016; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006). Networks involved in attention, especially the ventral attention network, the saliency network, and the control network, pass through the TPJ, and have at least some overlap or interaction with regions involved in social cognition (Corbetta, Kincaide, Ollinger, MCAvoy, & Shulman, 2000; Igelström & Graziano, 2017; Igelström, Webb, Kelly, & Graziano, 2016; Shulman et al., 2010). Damage to the right TPJ can lead to the longest lasting and most severe cases of hemispatial neglect, which is arguably the most severe clinical disruption of a person’s awareness (Vallar & Perani, 1986). Brain imaging studies from our own lab suggest that when people attribute
awareness to others, a cortical network is recruited that passes through the TPJ (Kelly et al., 2014), and when visual awareness is manipulated, similar regions of the TPJ are implicated (Webb et al., 2016a). For these reasons we tentatively suggested that an attention schema may be constructed primarily in a cortical network that includes regions within the TPJ and probably connected regions of the prefrontal cortex. However, that anatomical proposal remains a first-pass hypothesis. We recognize that it is inadvisable to pin a specific function on a brain network without more data.

**Finding common ground**

For the past ten years we have argued in favour of AST as an explanation of consciousness. However, we are not arguing against all other theories of consciousness. A subset of prominent theories may fit well together. We find a deep commonality between HOT, GW, AST, and the illusionist approach to consciousness. Here we suggest that these theories can be understood as different, interlocking perspectives on the same underlying mechanism.

In GW (Baars, 1988; Dehaene, 2014; Dehaene & Changeux, 2011), information is boosted and stabilized by exogenous or endogenous attention mechanisms until it reaches the global workspace, where it becomes available to many systems including speech, decision-making, movement control, and memory. In this perspective, information that has entered the global workspace has entered subjective awareness. Awareness corresponds to the highest level of attention in the brain, in which information has been enhanced to a threshold level, sometimes called ignition.

One of the weaknesses of GW, at least in its simplest form, is that it leaves unexplained how people end up believing they have a subjective experience. GW is analogous to the network A from the previous section. GW accommodates how the brain can focus resources on a stimulus, process it deeply, and report the properties of that stimulus. But there is no simple explanation for why we claim to have an added subjective experience of the stimulus. GW explains i-consciousness while lacking an obvious relationship to m-consciousness. AST supplies that extra piece. By positing an added network B that constructs an attention schema, AST explains how the brain can think it contains m-consciousness—the mysterious, physically impalpable essence attached to most items that receive a measure of attention.

A second prominent theory of awareness, HOT (Dehaene, 1991, 2005), depends on the insight that the claim, “I am aware of the stimulus”, contains more information than the claim, “There is a stimulus”. In the theory, the claim of awareness requires higher-order information about one’s own internal processes in addition to lower-order information about the stimulus. Awareness derives from that higher-order representation. Exactly what that higher-order information is, what cognitive purpose it serves, and where in the brain it may be constructed, is in debate, though some associate the higher-order processes with the prefrontal cortex (Lau & Rosenthal, 2011; Odegaard, Knight, & Lau, 2017).

When AST was first proposed, it was described from the perspective of social cognition (Graziano, 2013; Graziano & Kastner, 2011). Abel attributes the property of awareness to Bill as a simplified, but useful model of Bill’s attention. Just so, Abel attributes the property of awareness to himself as a simplified, useful model of his own attention. A model of someone else’s attention would be useful for making predictions about that other person’s behaviour. A model of one’s own attention would be useful for predicting one’s own behaviour, and would also be useful for regulating attention itself—much like the body schema is fundamental to controlling movement of the limbs.

These three theories seem superficially to have little overlap. And yet, at a deeper level, they connect. There is nothing complicated about that connection. AST can be understood as a specific unification of GW and HOT. In AST, the brain contains attention, which boosts signals ultimately into a global workspace. However, in addition, the brain also constructs a higher-order representation of that global workspace. That higher-order representation is not a representation of the specific contents inside the global workspace; it is not, for example, a re-representation of the apple you are looking at. Instead, it is a representation of the dynamics and consequences of having a global workspace. AST is literally the simplest possible way to unify HOT and GW, in that it posits a higher-order representation of the global workspace. The global workspace is i-consciousness. We think we have a more mysterious, physically impalpable m-consciousness.
because of the higher-order representation of the global workspace.

In this account, then, how does a person become visually conscious of an apple he is looking at? Suppose information about the apple, processed in the visual system, reaches the highest levels of attentional enhancement, and thus reaches the global workspace. There are at least a dozen cortical networks that span the parietal and frontal lobes (Bzdok et al., 2013; Igelström & Graziano, 2017; Yeo et al., 2011), but the networks most often proposed to be associated with the global workspace tend to overlap those involved in attention, including the dorsal attention network, the parieto-frontal executive network, the salience network, and the ventral attention network (Dehaene, 2014; Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; van Vugt et al., 2018). Some researchers emphasize the prefrontal component of these networks, especially the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Lau & Rosenthal, 2011; Odegaard et al., 2017; van Vugt et al., 2018). The apple information, reaching these networks, has reached a central and prominent place where it can impact output systems, giving the person the ability to talk about the apple, to reach for it, and to make high-level cognitive decisions about it. Thus far, we have an explanation for i-consciousness.

But when the person claims that there is an extra essence, a what-it-feels-like, the qualia associated with the apple’s colour and shape, something non-materialistic—m-consciousness—that added claim should, in the present proposal, require information constructed within a specific network. In our current hypothesis, that computation is carried out by the theory-of-mind network, which includes such brain areas as the temporoparietal junction, the superior temporal sulcus, and the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (Igelström & Graziano, 2017; Molenberghs et al., 2016; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006). In that hypothesis, the very notion of a conscious mind, and the human claim to have one, depends on the theory-of-mind network.

Neuroscientists who study consciousness traditionally ask a specific question: where in the brain must information be sent, to generate subjective experience? If I am aware of an apple, is the experience generated when the apple information is processed in low-level sensory areas, or when it reaches higher-level cortical areas associated with cognition—or, perhaps, when it enters some other anatomical substrate in the brain? When asking that traditional question, it makes little sense to propose that the theory-of-mind network gives us consciousness. Why would the apple information ever enter the theory-of-mind network, and even if it did get there, why would it generate consciousness? In the present proposal, however, the traditional question is ill-posed. No matter what brain area or network receives the information about the apple, it never generates a subjective feeling of the apple. Instead, a distinct brain system computes a specific information set about what subjective experience is. M-consciousness becomes another computed property ultimately linked to the apple, like colour or motion or spatial location. In the present account, without the theory-of-mind network building a model of what a conscious mind is and adding that information to the global mix, the person would have no basis to make any claims about having a conscious experience of the apple.

In this perspective, the global workspace could be considered more like a soup pot. Ingredients may be pre-cooked in other pots, but eventually some are combined in the central pot. For a person to claim to be conscious of the apple, that central pot must have received information about the apple and information about consciousness. The information about the apple, which is cooked in the visual system, serves as a model of a specific external object. The information about consciousness, which is cooked in the theory-of-mind network, serves as a model of the central pot itself. That model is so simplified and schematic that it describes the pot as a non-material essence, m-consciousness. Combined, the two models provide sufficient information to form the basis of the claim, “I have a subjective, conscious experience of that apple”.

In this article, we emphasized AST, a theory we have been developing for some years. However, the theory should not be viewed in isolation. It has direct links to other prominent theories, including GW and HOT. It is also a type of illusionist theory because people do not actually have m-consciousness, but instead attribute m-consciousness to themselves. We do not view these many theories as rivals. They are more like different keyhole perspectives on a single, underlying mechanism. Contrary to the platitude that science does not yet understand consciousness, we suggest that a subset of theories and ideas already point
toward a core explanation. We may now have a “standard model” of consciousness—a family of theories that cohere and provide a working, mechanistic, scientifically meaningful, and even artificially buildable understanding of consciousness.
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